THE  CLERGY
nations and had no need to take into account differences of lan-
guage, for nothing but Latin was spoken. It was divided into
four 'nations': the French, for those speaking the Romance
languages, including Italians and Spaniards; the Norman, for the
men of the north-west; the English, for natives of England and
Germany; and the Picard, which included the men of the Low
Countries.
According to the nature of the studies, the University was
divided into faculties: those of theology, canon law, and arts.
The Faculty of Arts taught Latin and philosophy and included the
large majority of both masters and pupils; and though it performed
a subordinate function, being first and foremost a preparatory
school for Latin, it became the most important, nominating the
rector, who represented the whole University.
The students and pupils of all ages, nations, and faculties were
all called 'scholars' (tcoliers). They lived on the left bank of the
Seine, between the Cite" and the Mont Sainte-Genevieve, in the
part of the town still known as the 'Latin Quarter'; they were
subject to the special jurisdiction of the University and exempt
from that of the royal courts. They formed a turbulent and pug-
nacious world, in constant conflict with the police. Most of the
pupils belonged to poor families and lived wretchedly in the inns
of that quarter of the town.
There were benefactors who founded residences in which poor
scholars were lodged and fed and placed under the supervision of
a master. These were organized and bore the ecclesiastical name
of colleges, being modelled on the houses for the clergy, and subject
to a discipline analogous to that of the monasteries. The new orders
of friars, the Franciscans and Dominicans, founded houses for their
members, provided with meeting-halls and even libraries, which
became models for the other colleges. Robert Sorbon founded
a college for theological students, known after him as the Sor-
bonne, which afterwards became the centre of the Faculty of
Theology. Almost all the colleges were filled with students of
the Faculty of Arts, youths or children engaged in learning Latin.
It was here that there grew up a form of instruction known as
'secondary*, occupying a place between the elementary schools
for the children of the humbler classes and the higher education
of the faculties, intended for the specialized professions, Up to the
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